Toyota tacoma trailer light adapter
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a second life. The Toyota Tacoma Regular Cab does not come with a connector for trailer lights
as standard equipment. Also, trailer lights typically use the same bulb filament for brake and
turn signals, whereas the Tacoma has separate lights for these functions. Thus, the trailer lights
cannot be directly connected to the pickup tail light wires. To add a 4-wire trailer tail light jack to
vehicles like this, an adapter such as the Hopkins must be used. The adapter converts the
5-wire system on the vehicle to the 4-wire system on the trailer. In addition to the adapter, the
Hopkins Kit includes splices to attach the adapter wires to the vehicle wires and a four foot long
4-wire extension cord to connect the adapter to the trailer light plug. It also includes a circuit
tester, which is an LED that lights when the alligator clip is connected to ground, and a positive
voltage is applied to the sharp tip. The first installation step is to locate the wires going to the
vehicle tail lights. In the case of the Tacoma, all the needed wires are accessible in the main tail
light wiring harness above the left frame member see the first photograph below. The protective
plastic wire shield is split lengthwise, so the wires can be easily exposed at any point. The next
step is to identify the vehicle wires that correspond to the various light functions. The wires can
be identified by piercing the wire insulation with the tester tip while each light is turned on. In
this particular case, it was easier to remove and unplug the tail light assemblies, and apply the
tester to the exposed jacks. Note that Table 1 below applies only to the specific vehicle
described here; other makes and models will very likely have different color assignments. After
the vehicle wires are identified, the adapter can be positioned, and the 5-wire side connected
with the splices provided. The green right turn wire on the adapter is longer than the other
wires, but the extra length was not needed in this installation, so it was trimmed to the same
length as the other wires. The white ground wire was also longer than needed, so the lug was
removed and the wire trimmed. The first photo below shows the installation before the

protective shielding was added. Note that the ground point on the frame was sanded down to
bare metal before the screw was put in, again to ensure a good connection. The second and
third photos show the wires and adapter after the protective shielding was installed. The
assembly was attached to the existing wires and the pickup body for support, and the 4-wire
extension was routed through the hole above the license plate. Finally, the area on the frame
that was sanded down to bare metal was sprayed with rust-resistant paint. Notice that the
vehicle turn signal light and the trailer light blink in unison if the brakes are not applied, but they
blink alternately if the brakes are applied. Notes: 1. The white adapter ground wire is not
connected to the vehicle lights ground wire; rather it is connected to the frame with a
self-tapping screw. The Back Up light wire is not connected to the adapter. Table 2 - Shared
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ended up being a bad ground on trailer, it popped the 30 amp tow fuse in both trucks.
Apparently when I hooked it to my wife's suv yesterday to test it out, the trailer lights just
happen to work fine because the trailer didn't have a chance to pop her suv fuse yet So this
morning grounded the trailer wire, to the trailer, real good TRD , Aug 19, I have same issue but
my 30 amp tow fuse is not blown. Any suggestions? SG42 , Sep 10, Not a bad job all in all, the
vehicle had only miles on when I purchased. Anyhow I have wondered ever since I first plugged
in my boat trailer, why the running lights tail lights are always On, all the time as soon as the
plug is inserted. All the flashers and brake lights function ok. Fuses and relays all good.
Looking at these threads, it looks as if the running Lts or clearance lights are not powered via
the correct wire being No. Also when brake lights are applied the Red 6 socket is powered
correct but also powers the Yellow 1 socket and green 4 socket - which are flashers?? Anyone
have any ideas on this. Slippery1 , May 11, I have the same issue. No fuse blown. Anyone figure
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